Northfield, VT, and Chelsea, MA - September 4, 2002
NatWorks Incorporated, a recognized worldwide leader in providing native
Data Extraction and Change Data Capture (CDC) solutions for Software
AG’s ADABAS database management system, today announced a
partnership with Reliance Technology, an emerging leader in XML
technology.
As a result of this partnership, NatWorks’ data extraction and CDC
capabilities have been integrated with Reliance Technology’s Any2XML
product, with the synergy of this partnership producing the ability to costeffectively publish both ADABAS data and ADABAS Protection Log data
directly to the web.
According to Chris Bradley, President of NatWorks Inc., “ADABAS
customers have traditionally been faced with significant challenges to being
able to integrate ADABAS data directly to the Web. The historical approach
to providing basic ADABAS-to-Web integration has necessitated expensive
middleware as well as large amounts of programming time, and the plain
truth is that Web integration of ADABAS data does not have to be expensive
or involve any programming.
“With NatWorks’ ability to natively address the challenges of handling
ADABAS data, coupled with Reliance Technology’s straight-forward
approach to automatic XML generation with XSL and Web publishing
results in a solution that WILL be of significant interest to existing Software
AG customers,” continues Bradley. “The combination of NatQuery and
Any2XML results in a Web Enablement solution for ADABAS that is
extremely powerful, flexible and extremely cost-effective.”
About NatWorks Inc.
Based in Northfield, VT, NatWorks, Inc. is a privately held corporation
focused on providing native data extraction and Change Data Capture
solutions to users of Software AG’s ADABAS database management
system.
Since NatWorks was formed in 1998, NatWorks has an established a
worldwide customer install base and is rapidly becoming the recognized
leader for native data extraction solutions in the Software AG marketplace.
NatWorks offers solutions that address End-User extraction, Data
Warehouse extraction, ADABAS Change Data Capture, ADABAS
transaction auditing, as well as the ability to convert ADABAS data directly
into XML/XSL. More information on NatWorks can be found at
www.natworks-inc.com or by writing info@natworks-inc.com.

